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Abstract 

Ten years after the collapse of the Rana Plaza textile factory in Dhaka, Bangladesh 
that killed over 1000 factory workers, the event has become a symbol for the desolate 
working conditions in fast fashion producer countries in the global south. We analyze 
the global Twitter discourse on this event over a three week window around the col-
lapse date over the years 2013–2022 by a mixture of network-theoretic quantita-
tive and discourse-theoretic qualitative methods. In particular, key communicators 
and the community structure of the discourse participants are identified using 
a multilayer network modeling approach and the interpretative patterns of the key 
communicator’s tweets of all years are analyzed using the sociology of knowledge 
approach to discourse. This combination of quantitative and qualitative methods 
reveals that the discourse is separated into three phases: reporting, reprocessing, 
and commemoration. These phases can be identified by the temporal evolution, 
network-structural properties, and the contentual analysis of the discourse. After 
the negotiation of the interpretative framework in the reprocessing phase, subsequent 
years are characterized by its commemorative repetition as well as resulting demands 
by different international actor groups despite highly fluctuating participants.

Keywords: Twitter, Multilayer networks, Centrality measures, Community detection, 
Discourse analysis, Temporal discourse evolution
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Introduction
The Rana Plaza factory collapse on April 24th 2013 triggered major international reper-
cussions including a large body of scholarly works on topics such as worker’s safety in 
the textile industry, international corporate law, or social movements for their improve-
ment [1–6]. The online discourse on the Rana Plaza disaster remains largely unexplored 
although social media communication has become an important part of the general 
public discourse. Recent social media studies focus on the analysis of online social media 
platforms such as Twitter by employing quantitative and qualitative methods from vari-
ous disciplines [7–22]. In this work, we combine quantitative and qualitative methodol-
ogy to analyze the international Twitter discourse on the Rana Plaza factory collapse.

The quantitative analysis of this paper builds on tools from complex network sci-
ence. Complex systems from various disciplines can effectively be modeled by networks 
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recording pairwise interactions of their entities [23, 24]. In particular, they form the 
basis for the quantitative analysis of social networks [25–27]. In recent years, multilayer 
networks that separately record different types of interactions between the same entities 
by means of different layers have gained increased attention in many fields including the 
social sciences [10, 12, 28, 29].

Recent decades have witnessed an increased understanding of complex systems by 
structural and dynamical network measures. Among the most prominent structural 
network analysis techniques are centrality measures [30–35] and community detection 
methods [36–39]. In particular, current research efforts focusing on the analysis of social 
networks such as Twitter heavily rely on the detection of central users [9, 12, 13, 18] and 
community structure [8, 12, 16, 17].

Centrality measures identify and rank the most influential entities in complex net-
works and some of the earliest contributions in the field were made in the context of 
social networks [30, 31, 40]. These measures rely on the mathematical formulation of a 
network in terms of an adjacency matrix and well-studied linear algebraic objects such 
as eigenvectors are capable of revealing substantial insights into complex systems such 
as the internet [32–35]. More recently, the class of matrix function-based centrality 
measures has attracted significant attention [40–44]. One distinguishing feature of these 
measures is their flexibility to interpolate between the well-established local degree 
and global eigenvector centrality measures [45]. Recent contributions have generalized 
eigenvector and matrix function-based centrality measures to multiplex networks, a spe-
cial class of multilayer networks in which edges across layers are only present between 
nodes representing the same entity in different layers, cf. e.g., [46–48].

Community detection methods, instead, aim at identifying groups of densely con-
nected entities in complex networks that are sparsely connected to other communi-
ties [36–39]. One successful concept to obtain such partitions is the maximization of 
modularity, which compares a given connectivity structure with an idealized community 
structure described by some null model [36, 37, 49]. The first null model for multilayer 
networks has been proposed a number of years ago [50].

The qualitative analysis of this paper is based on Foucault’s discourse term of knowl-
edge and power [51] as well as Berger and Luckmann’s concept of social constructiv-
ism [52]. The sociology of knowledge approach to discourse (SKAD) by Keller combines 
these two theoretical approaches into the methodological framework employed in this 
paper [53]. We analyze the content structure in terms of the phenomenal structure of 
the tweets as well as the subject relations in a chronological analysis [53]. Recent stud-
ies using discourse analysis approaches have examined political, corporate, and activist 
communication on other events such as COVID-19 [19], a Spanish journalist scandal 
[22], or the 2016 US election [14]. Further discourse analyses focus on different commu-
nication strategies of actor groups such as NGOs [7], activists [20], or brands [15].

With the theoretical background discussed above, we understand the quantitative 
analysis as the reconstruction of subject positions, their interactions, and community 
formation, serving as an example how qualitative and quantitative methodology, e.g., 
mixed methods complement each other.

In this work, we combine quantitative network-theoretic and qualitative discourse-
theoretic methodology for the analysis of the global Twitter discourse on the Rana Plaza 
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factory collapse. We separately analyze three week time windows around the collapse 
(anniversary) date over ten years, which allows for the detection of the temporal evolu-
tion of the discourse.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section “Data”  describes the data 
collection procedure. In Section “Methods”  , we introduce the quantitative network-
theoretic and qualitative discourse-theoretic methods employed in this work. Section 
“Results”  describes the results of the analysis before we discuss our findings in Section 
“Discussion”  and summarize in Section “Conclusion” .

Data
The analysis of this study is based on tweet data of the Twitter discourse on the col-
lapse of the Rana Plaza textile factory in Dhaka, Bangladesh on April 24th 2013. The 
data was obtained from the Twitter API with a tweet text filter for the term “Rana Plaza”. 
The tweets come in json format containing tweet text, tweet time, tweet ID, user ID, 
and information on interactions such as retweets, replies, and mentions as mandatory 
platform-generated fields. Further fields such as user names, locations, descriptions, etc. 
are mostly optional and provided by the individual users.

We collected data for the ten years from 2013 in which the event took place until 2022. 
Each year covers the same time window from April 17th to May 10th around the (anni-
versary) date April 24th . We refrained from manual data processing, which leaves the 
possibility of encountering (in practice very rare) off-topic tweet content.

Our search procedure found a total number of 101, 103 tweets within the time win-
dows detailed above. The tweet numbers are inhomogeneously distributed across the ten 
years with 15, 522 tweets in 2013 and 22, 322 tweets in 2014 marking the two highest 
tweet numbers per year. The lowest number of 4888 tweets per year was encountered in 
year 2019. Figure 2 illustrates the total yearly tweet volumes as well as yearly tweet num-
bers for certain countries relevant to this study either due to their high tweet volumes or 
their geographical proximity to the Rana Plaza factory. In addition, Fig. 3 provides daily 
tweet volumes for all years over time intervals of two hours.

The analysis of data from discourse participants from all over the world provides an 
overview on the international community structure, central users, and central, thus 
potentially contentually relevant tweets.

Methods
This section introduces existing methodology employed to obtain the results of this 
study. The first illustrations in Section “Tweet statistics”  for exploratory data analysis are 
obtained by straightforward aggregation of tweet numbers over varying time intervals. 
The word frequency analysis displayed in Table 2 and discussed in Section “Discussion”  
is based on a word combination search with two to four words as well as a single word 
frequency search in MaxQDA, excluding words such as “a” or “the”. Section “Quanti-
tative multiplex network analysis”   describes the quantitative network-theoretic and 
Section “Qualitative analysis by the sociology of knowledge approach to discourse”  the 
qualitative discourse-theoretic methods employed in this work before Section “Inter-
play of quantitative and qualitative methods”  describes how their interplay leads to the 
results presented in Section “Results” .
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Quantitative multiplex network analysis

For the quantitative analysis of the network structure of Twitter user interactions we 
rely on a multiplex network model [28, 29]. We follow the modeling approach pre-
sented by [10] and identify layers with different types of user interactions: retweet, 
reply, and mention. We construct a separate multiplex network for each year, which 
allows a comparison of different structural network properties across the years.

The basis of our network model is the identification of users with nodes and user 
interactions with edges between pairs of nodes. We use weighted directed edges as 
each interaction (retweet, reply, and mention) involves two users clearly distinguish-
able as initiator and recipient. Edge weights correspond to the numbers of each type 
of interaction between all pairs of users per year.

To construct the network, we define the node (or vertex) set V that consists of all n 
users participating in the Twitter discourse of the respective year. Furthermore, we 
define three intra-layer edge sets E (1), E (2), and E (3) denoting the retweet, reply, and 
mention interactions, respectively. Each of the L = 3 layers is represented by a gener-
ally nonsymmetric adjacency matrix A(l)

∈ R
n×n with entries

for l = 1, 2, 3, where w(l)
ij  denotes the number of distinct interactions l initiated by user 

i and received by user j, e.g., if user i retweets seven tweets by user j we have A(1)
ij = 7 . 

The final ingredient that completes our multiplex network G = (V , E (1), E (2), E (3), Ẽ) is 
the inter-layer edge set Ẽ . It represents interactions of nodes from different layers and in 
this work we use diagonal all-to-all coupling, i.e., each node is connected to itself in both 
other layers with weight 1.

For the quantitative analysis, we use the linear algebraic representation of the mul-
tiplex network G in terms of the supra-adjacency matrix A ∈ R

nL×nL defined as

where ω ∈ R denotes a scalar layer-coupling parameter, 0 ∈ R
n×n the matrix of all zeros, 

and I ∈ R
n×n the identity matrix. Throughout our analysis, we choose the layer-coupling 

parameter ω = 1 . As an illustrative example, Fig. 1 shows the intra-layer sparsity struc-
ture of the three layers for the year 2014. The blank lower blocks in each layer indicate 
a set of users that receives user interaction without initiating it. The adjacency matrices 
for all ten years are publicly available in Matlab and python formats [54].

Matrix function‑based centrality measures

The identification and ranking of influential individuals in networked complex sys-
tems is an important area of research in network science. Prominent examples of 
well-established centrality measures have been developed over past decades [30–32, 
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34] with PageRank at the heart of Google’s search engine being an example of a cen-
trality measure impacting everyday life [33, 35].

A more recently studied class of centrality measures is the class of matrix function-
based centrality measures [40–44]. These can be interpreted as walk-based meas-
ures taking all possible connections between all pairs of nodes of the network into 
account. Matrix function-based centrality measures possess the flexibility to interpo-
late between local degree and global eigenvector centrality [45] by means of a param-
eter called α or β that controls how strongly longer walks are weighted.

In this work, we employ a recently introduced generalization of matrix function-
based centrality measures to multiplex networks [47, 48] for the identification of key 
actors in the Twitter discourse under investigation. We restrict ourselves to the multi-
plex version of receiver total communicability [43] defined as

and receiver Katz centrality [40] defined as

where β > 0 and 0 < α < 1/�max with �max the largest eigenvalue of A denote the trade-
off parameters mentioned above. Furthermore, ei ∈ R

nL denotes the ith canonical basis 
vector, 1 ∈ R

nL the vector of all ones, and exp(βAT ) and (I − αAT )−1 defined by the 
above matrix power series denote the matrix exponential and resolvent function, respec-
tively [55].

In terms of the Twitter interaction networks at hand, these measures can be inter-
preted as simulating the effectivity of the distribution of information along existing 
channels in the network. By the choice of total communicability and Katz centrality, 
(2) and (3) measure the impact that all information distributed by node i has on the 
entirety of the network. The choice of receiver centralities leads to high rankings of 
users being retweeted, being replied to, and being mentioned and causes the trans-
pose of A in the above definitions.
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Fig. 1 Sparsity structure of the intra-layer adjacency matrices of year 2014
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For the computation of the vectors exp(βAT )1 and (I − αAT )−1
1 , which contain the 

measures (2) and (3) for all nodes i = 1, . . . , nL , we employ highly efficient methods 
from numerical linear algebra, which are described in detail in [48] and implemented 
in Matlab [56] and python [57]. The centrality results of this paper can be reproduced 
using publicly available codes [54].

The quantities ultimately used in our analysis and displayed in Fig. 4 are one TC and 
one KC centrality value for each Twitter user per year. These are easily obtained from 
(2) and (3) by marginal node centralities, i.e., the addition of each node’s centralities 
from the three layers [46–48]. Throughout our computations, we use the parameters 
α = 0.5/�max and β = 2/�max.

The Louvain community detection method

A second structural network feature of tremendous interest to network science is 
community detection [36–39]. Similar to the small-world effect, scale-freeness, or 
transitivity, the presence of a community structure is viewed as a universal property 
of networks originating from various disciplines including social networks [23, 24].

A community in a network is generally understood as a subset of nodes that is 
strongly connected internally but only sparsely connected to the remainder of the net-
work. One widely acknowledged concept to quantify this property is network modu-
larity [36, 37]. It compares a given distribution of edges in an observed network with 
an expected distribution according to some null model and defines a scalar measure 
Q of the quality of a given partition of the node set. Optimal partitions can hence be 
obtained by computational maximization of the modularity score Q.

One successful heuristic computational method for modularity maximization is the 
“Louvain method” [49]. It initially assigns every node its own community and pro-
ceeds by iteratively merging pairs of communities that lead to a maximal increase in 
the modularity Q. The method terminates if no further improvement of the partition 
is possible.

A generalization of the Louvain method to multilayer networks was proposed by 
[50]. It defines a multilayer null model that in our notation leads to the multilayer 
modularity function

for a given node partition g, where gil denotes the community affiliation of node i in 
layer l, γl denotes a resolution parameter, and δij , δlr , and δ(gil , gjr) denote Kronecker del-

tas. Furthermore, the quantities 2µ =
∑

ijl A
(l)
ij + 6nω, kil =

∑

j A
(l)
ij , kjl =

∑

i A
(l)
ij  , and 

ml =
∑

ij A
(l)
ij  denote different strengths of the multiplex network.

We used the Matlab implementation [58] for obtaining the community struc-
tures reported in  Section “Multiplex network analysis”  and illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
results can be reproduced with our code release [54] together with [58]. The output 
of the method consists of three community affiliations for each user corresponding 
to the three layers. Due to the inter-layer connectivity, the three affiliations mostly 
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1
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coincide. In case of deviations, a majority vote is performed over the layers, i.e., the 
most frequently encountered community determines the user’s community affiliation. 
Throughout our computations, we use the parameter γl = 1.

Qualitative analysis by the sociology of knowledge approach to discourse

The selection of tweets considered in the qualitative content analysis builds on the cen-
trality measures introduced in Section “Matrix function-based centrality measures”.  as 
we consider all tweets by the union of the ten most central users identified by both cen-
trality measures per year.

For the qualitative analysis of these tweets, we use the sociology of knowledge 
approach to discourse (SKAD), which is a methodological framework focusing on ques-
tions on public discourse arenas and knowledge power structures [53]. Building on the 
power and knowledge correlation described by Foucault [51] and the power structure in 
knowledge societies [52], the sociology of knowledge approach offers the opportunity 
to analyze knowledge politics. Foucault understands discourses as social practices that 
imply controversies and discoursive fights around “problemetizations” [51, 59]. In order 
to analyze discoursive formations such as the formation of concepts or speaker posi-
tions, concrete data, such as in our case tweets, have to be analyzed bottom up [53, 60].

In the qualitative analysis of the Twitter discourse, we focus on the phenomenal struc-
ture as a content-structuring framework. The anaysis of content structure allows us to 
determine the change of content in the tweets over the years and which dimensions of 
the event are communicated. Following the SKAD, we understand phenomenal struc-
tures as the construction of an issue and its dimensions such as the definition, causal 
relations, corresponding responsibilities, normative judgments, and possible courses 
of action [53]. As described by Berger and Luckmann [52], these dimensions are con-
structed from individual subject positions that do “not describe any essential qualities of 
a discourse topic” [53] but rather a communicative construction of reality [61].

The basis of the bottom-up analysis in the SKAD is a coding process, which builds on 
the methodology of the grounded theory devised by [62]. In the coding phase, the raw 
data is firstly broken down into codes to prepare it for the analysis. Each code is assigned 
to a specific passage in the data and multiple codes for a given passage are possible. In this 
work, each tweet is coded with at least one code, e.g., “8 years ago, the Rana Plaza col-
lapse showed that voluntary agreements don’t keep workers safe. Then why haven’t brands 
comit[ted]...” is coded with both Memorial and Security standards/Worker’s 
rights. In the coding process, we used in-vivo codes, i.e., codes taken directly from the 
data as well as contrasting and association techniques to identify the initial codes. For the 
coding process and the schematic design of Fig. 6, we used MaxQDA 2020.

Secondly, the codes are revised for the dimensions introduced above as well as rela-
tionships between them, i.e., codes can be merged or diversified. To carve out the con-
tent structure, the interpretative analysis process is oriented towards the problem 
dimensions of the phenomenal structure, [53] describes.

The resulting dimensions of our study alongside corresponding codes (where appli-
cable) are summarized in Table  1. Each code and dimension is accompanied by a 
short description as well as an example tweet. The links and relations of the dimen-
sions identified in this work are depicted in Fig.  6. We particularly focus on the 
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communicators’ subject positions in the discourse, which can be sub-divided into the 
user’s nationalities, which are summarized in Fig. 2, and their actor groups. We identi-
fied the five actor groups “Activist”, “Politician”, “News agency”, “Anonymous user”, and 
“Brand”. Due to the frequent occurrence of the actor group “Activist”, this group was 
sub-divided into “NGO” (Non-Governmental Organization), “Writer”, and “Celebrity”.

Interplay of quantitative and qualitative methods

The starting point of our analysis is the abstraction of Twitter interactions into multiplex 
networks as described in Section “Quantitative multiplex network analysis”   followed 
by the centrality analysis presented in  Section “Matrix function-based centrality meas-
ures”. All tweets of the union of the ten most central users of both centrality measures 
per year present the basis for the qualitative analysis by the SKAD discussed in Section 
“Qualitative analysis by the sociology of knowledge approach to discourse” . During the 
coding process, each central user is manually reviewed and assigned to an actor group. 
These actor groups in turn serve as means to visualize the community detection results 
obtained by the multilayer Louvain method described in Section “The Louvain commu-
nity detection method”  As most communities are found to gather around one distinctly 
most central user we identify each community with the actor group affiliation of that 
most central user. This allows to highlight the differing composition and heterogeneous 
interconnectedness of communities illustrated in Fig. 4 through the years.

Results
Tweet statistics

We start by reporting some basic numbers on the tweet volume obtained by our search 
queries described in Section “Data” . Figure 2 shows that the total number of tweets per 
year varies between 4900 in year 2019 and 22,300 in year 2014. Furthermore, we selected 
eight countries relevant either due to their high tweet volume or their geographical 
proximity to the Rana Plaza factory and report their tweet volumes in Fig. 2. We remark 
that the user location is a user-specified free text field that can not be expected to pro-
vide complete information. While the observed tweet volume in some countries behaves 
approximately proportionally to the total volume, we observe an increase in tweet vol-
umes from Spain starting from 2017. Furthermore, Indonesia shows a remarkably high 
tweet volume in the year of the collapse, 2013, followed by a rapid decline and very low 
tweet volumes in subsequent years.

Figure  3 additionally shows the distribution of the total tweet volume per year 
over the respective time interval from April 17th to May 10th . Ordinate values indi-
cate the number of tweets per two hour time interval. Naturally, the 2013 discourse 
starts with the collapse date April 24th . Interestingly, high peak tweet numbers are 
observed only three days later. In subsequent years, the discourse temporally closely 
centers around the anniversary date April 24th. The only distinct deviation is April 
27th 2017, which marks a tweet by “EmmaWatson” causing increased user interaction 
and hence turns the overall downward trend of tweet volumes established between 
2014 and 2016.
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In terms of the three types of interactions retweets, replies, and mentions, we observe 
across all years that retweets and mentions occur frequently while replies are rare. The 
retweet and mention layers in the multiplex framework described in Section “Quantita-
tive multiplex network analysis” thus allow for an analysis of the encountered degree dis-
tributions: across all ten years and in line with results from different Twitter discourses 
on exceptional events [10], we observe a power-law degree distribution with an expo-
nent of approximately −1.75.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
100

101

102

103

104

Year

#
tw

ee
ts

Dhaka, Bangladesh England, UK
Germany, Deutschland India

Indonesia Pakistan
añapsE,niapS US, United States

Total

Fig. 2 Yearly tweet volumes for selected countries and in total. User-specified locations were filtered by up 
to two search terms indicated in the legend. The total number corresponds to all tweets matching the search 
term “Rana Plaza” in the given time period, cf. Section “Data” 

(a) 2013 (b) 2014 (c) 2015 (d) 2016 (e) 2017

(f) 2018 (g) 2019 (h) 2020 (i) 2021 (j) 2022
Fig. 3 Tweet volume distribution over two hour time intervals of all considered time periods. Abscissa values 
indicate the time interval from April 17th to May 10th for the respective year
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Multiplex network analysis

We separately apply multiplex matrix function-based centrality measures and the 
multilayer Louvain method described in Sects. “Matrix function-based central-
ity measures” and “The Louvain community detection method”  to the user interac-
tion networks of the ten different years, which allows a structural comparison of the 
recorded Twitter discourse across the years.

The tables in Fig.  4 show the ten most central users of each year according to 
receiver total communicability (TC) and receiver Katz centrality (KC). Albeit differ-
ences in the numerical values and slight deviations in rankings the results of both 
measures show a broad overlap. As is customary in centrality analysis, we observe a 
localization of both measures [63], i.e., high centrality values for a small portion of 
the nodes as well as small and similar values for the majority of nodes. The union of 
the ten most central nodes of both measures per year forms the basis of the qualita-
tive analysis of this work.

The multilayer Louvain method additionally provides a partition of each year’s set of 
users into densely connected communities of strongly varying sizes. For all years, we 
obtain a large number of communities (typically around 1000 ). However, only around 50 
of these communities consist of ten or more users. As we encounter many central nodes 
in the largest communities, we focus our attention on the ten largest communities per 
year. The attempt to identify recurring communities across the years proved difficult. 
One reason for this is the heterogeneous user base across the years: with 62,500, the sum 
of overall unique users over the ten years was only slightly below 74,000, the number of 
unique users summed up for each year separately. Exceptions of highly central recur-
ring users actively forming the discourse across the years can be found in the centrality 
results. Furthermore, the assignment of communities to user nationalities proved diffi-
cult indicating a significant degree of internationality in the discourse.

We illustrate the ten largest communities per year in the graphics in Fig. 4. Edges 
within communities are marked black and edges across communities are marked gray. 
The connectivity structure within large communities often consists of one or few 
highly central users being reacted to by many non-central users. The amount of inter-
community connectivity greatly varies across the years, with partial explanations 
being revealed by the qualitative content analysis in Section “Content analysis” . Fur-
thermore, the color coding of the nodes stems from the user groups “Activist”, “Pol-
itician”, “News agency”, “Anonymous user”, and “Brand” identified in the qualitative 
analysis of the tweets of the ten most central users described in Section “Qualitative 

Fig. 4 Results of the quantitative multilayer network analysis. The left plots show all nodes (users) belonging 
to the ten largest communities of the respective year. Directed edges (interactions via retweets, replies, or 
mentions) within communities are marked black and edges across communities are marked gray. Nodes 
sizes are proportional to the receiver total communicability (TC) centrality measure. Color codes in the 
plots indicate the actor group of the most central node in each community. Each community is labeled by 
the actor group of its most central node as well as the most central node’s user name in round brackets. 
The tables show the top ten users of the respective year according to receiver total communicability (TC) 
and receiver Katz centrality (KC). Color codes in the tables identify the users with their community in the 
plot. Blank spots in the centrality tables indicate that the user does not belong to any of the ten largest 
communities

(See figure on next page.)
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
detikcom 459
CRLSETEM 271
cleanclothes 146
TIME 102
TIMEWorld 89
elcorteingles 82
europapress es 62
BBCBreaking 49
SETEMPV 48
europapress 47

User KC
detikcom 93.5
CRLSETEM 38.5
cleanclothes 27.6
TIME 22.6
TIMEWorld 18.3
europapress es 14.6
elcorteingles 13.2
BBCBreaking 12.2
europapress 11.8
SETEMPV 11.2

(a) Year 2013

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
Fash Rev 150
guardian 71
BritishVogue 62
BoF 40
IndustriALL GU 31
thebteamhq 26
WarOnWant 25
Presa Diretta 25
JasonMotlagh 24
KooyJan 22

User KC
Fash Rev 26.5
guardian 16.3
BritishVogue 14.3
BoF 10.1
Presa Diretta 7.9
thebteamhq 7.8
IndustriALL GU 7.5
WarOnWant 7.4
KooyJan 7.4
AJEnglish 6.5

(b) Year 2014

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
Fash Rev 131
hrw 85
IndustriALL GU 80
guardian 69
benetton 44
labourlabel 44
ILRF 40
Independent 38
equaltimes 37
cleanclothes 33

User KC
Fash Rev 24.1
hrw 19.6
guardian 15.3
IndustriALL GU 14.7
Independent 10.1
benetton 10.0
ILRF 9.7
labourlabel 9.1
equaltimes 9.0
cleanclothes 8.7

(c) Year 2015

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
Fash Rev 665
TanyaBurr 447
cleanclothes 187
BoF 169
ILRF 150
IndustriALL GU 149
WarOnWant 108
KenRoth 81
liviafirth 79
labourlabel 73

User KC
Fash Rev 117.1
TanyaBurr 81.9
BoF 31.7
cleanclothes 31.5
ILRF 23.1
IndustriALL GU 22.7
WarOnWant 20.5
KenRoth 16.9
afpfr 15.3
labourlabel 14.2

(d) Year 2016

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
EmmaWatson 1 151
BritishVogue 360
Fash Rev 198
hrw 188
ajkashy 166
LolaPodemos 154
cleanclothes 153
IndustriALL GU 124
CRLSETEM 113
carnecrudaradio 95

User KC
EmmaWatson 216.9
BritishVogue 64.1
Fash Rev 35.1
hrw 32.7
cleanclothes 27.9
ajkashy 26.3
LolaPodemos 26.2
CRLSETEM 21.4
IndustriALL GU 20.7
carnecrudaradio 17.1

(e) Year 2017

Activist Politician
- NGO News agency
- Writer Anonymous user
- Celebrity Brand

Fig. 4 (See legend on previous page.)
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analysis by the sociology of knowledge approach to discourse” . We use different color 
shades per user group to allow the identification of each community with its most 
central user in the centrality results in the respective year. In an attempt to disclose 
the cohesion of structural network properties and our contentual analysis, we assign 
each community with a color code corresponding to the actor group of the most 
central user of that community. The communities’ actor groups as well as the most 

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
EmmaWatson 717
Fash Rev 535
cleanclothes 258
afpfr 150
IndustriALL GU 128
ethicaltrade 101
uniglobalunion 93
desalambre 86
fashionsnap 83
CRLSETEM 81

User KC
EmmaWatson 144.4
Fash Rev 94.5
cleanclothes 45.1
afpfr 31.9
IndustriALL GU 23.2
fashionsnap 18.9
desalambre 18.2
hrw 17.0
uniglobalunion 16.3
CRLSETEM 16.1

(f) Year 2018

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
cleanclothes 436
Fash Rev 318
SolidarityCntr 178
Anonym. user 1 161
ILRF 160
TansyHoskins 154
uniglobalunion 121
IndustriALL GU 117
4WorkerRights 111
NOalTTIP 104

User KC
cleanclothes 71.6
Fash Rev 59.3
Anonym. user 1 31.6
TansyHoskins 26.3
SolidarityCntr 25.0
ILRF 24.6
NOalTTIP 21.3
uniglobalunion 19.2
OlivierCyran 18.9
ccfd tsolidaire 17.6

(g) Year 2019

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
Anonym. user 2 540
Fash Rev 282
Anonym. user 3 112
ELAEskumaldea 93
emakumemartxa 83
Awaj fdn 63
MicheleONeilAU 60
CRLSETEM 59
margianta 51
Independent 50

User KC
Anonym. user 2 110.9
Fash Rev 58.0
Anonym. user 3 24.9
ELAEskumaldea 17.6
emakumemartxa 16.2
MicheleONeilAU 14.3
Awaj fdn 13.2
margianta 12.7
CRLSETEM 11.0
cleanclothes 9.8

(h) Year 2020

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
FonsiLoaiza 809
NazmaAkter73 283
cleanclothes 270
Fash Rev 211
labourlabel 192
MicheleONeilAU 133
voguemagazine 106
IndustriALL GU 103
tribunemagazine 102
TansyHoskins 100

User KC
FonsiLoaiza 155.6
NazmaAkter73 51.1
cleanclothes 44.0
Fash Rev 34.6
labourlabel 27.7
MicheleONeilAU 27.6
tribunemagazine 21.8
voguemagazine 19.1
leoinlaurent 18.0
chIoekennedy 18.0

(i) Year 2021

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

User TC
Anonym. user 4 1 159
Taj Ali1 402
NazmaAkter73 279
cleanclothes 165
OhSoEthical 135
nijjormanush 82
ApsanaBegumMP 77
MicheleONeilAU 75
wrkclasshistory 63
Fash Rev 55

User KC
Anonym. user 4 225.6
Taj Ali1 79.5
NazmaAkter73 53.4
cleanclothes 31.2
OhSoEthical 21.7
ApsanaBegumMP 17.0
MicheleONeilAU 16.9
wrkclasshistory 14.6
nijjormanush 13.8
vanillaemotions 12.8

(j) Year 2022

Fig. 4 continued
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central nodes’ user names in round brackets are depicted in the plots. The same color 
codes in the tables in Fig. 4 encode the affiliation of the ten most central users to the 
ten largest communities. Blank spots in the centrality tables indicate that the user 
does not belong to any of the ten largest communities.

The prevalence of the five actor groups in the ten largest communities undergoes a 
significant temporal evolution. Unsurprisingly, the year 2013 is dominated by news 
agencies spreading information on the collapse. Subsequent years witness their diminu-
tion and the emergence of large communication sub-networks around NGOs with 2020 
marking the record of eight out of ten communities classified as NGO. A noteworthy 
development in the years 2020 and 2022 is that anonymous, i.e., private Twitter users are 
able to generate enough interaction to gather the largest community of that year around 
them; a role that was previously filled by news agencies, NGOs, or celebrities.

Content analysis

The first result of the qualitative analysis by the sociology of knowledge approach to dis-
course (SKAD) described in Section “Qualitative analysis by the sociology of knowledge 
approach to discourse”   is a set of codes obtained in the coding process of all tweets 
by the ten most central users per year. Table 1 lists the identified dimensions alongside 
codes obtained in the coding process as well as a short description and one example 
tweet. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows the relative prevalence of the six dimensions per year. 
Finally, Fig.  6 depicts the contentual relationships between the dimensions and codes 
identified in the coding step of the SKAD. It schematically summarizes the communica-
tive pattern that the anniversary is taken as an opportunity to first raise awareness with 
memorials and then provide background information and describe working conditions, 
thus justify the demand for action.

A detailed analysis of the individual years reveals a strong heterogeneity across 
the years. In 2013, we detect three main codes Security standards/work-

er’s rights, Death toll, and News about collapse belonging to the two 
dimensions Demand for improved working conditions and Background 
information on the collapse. The codes Security standards/work-
er’s rights and News about collapse are the most prevalent topics as both 

Table 1 List of dimensions and codes identified in the coding process of the SKAD. Dimensions 
are marked in bold font. The three dimensions Demand for improved working 
conditions, Background information on the collapse, and Call to action 
of the responsible have corresponding codes

Dimensions/Codes Description Example tweet

Memorial Remembering the anniversary of 
the collapse

In the runup to the anniversary of the 
Rana Plaza collapse, we commemo-
rate those we lost, we pay tribute to 
those w... https://t. co/ AM5ir 9l2k2, 
OhSoEthical, 2022

Survivor’s/victim’s relatives’ 
stories

Reports, pictures, and stories of the 
living conditions of the victims and 
their families

“RANA PLAZA 9 YEARS ON: “I wish I had 
not survived Rana Plaza” Rana Plaza 
exposed the sheer brutality of the fash... 
https://t. co/ ixW1O 4sMXw, nijjor-
manush, 2022

https://t.co/AM5ir9l2k2
https://t.co/ixW1O4sMXw
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List of dimensions (marked in bold font) and codes (marked in non-bold font) identified in the coding process of the 
SKAD. Dimensions are marked in bold font. The three dimensions Demand for improved working conditions, Background 
information on the collapse, and Call to action of the responsible have corresponding codes

Table 1 (continued)

Dimensions/Codes Description Example tweet

Background information on the 
collapse

Details about the collapse of the 
Rana Plaza factory itself

 Changes after collapse (Photo) Reports on what has and 
hasn’t changed over the years

Rana Plaza: three years on, garment 
workers still exploited #RanaPlaza 
#LoveFashionHateSweatshops 
https://t. co/ 7C2Kj 2DmW0, WarOn-
Want, 2016

 Death toll Count of the victims of the collapse More than 700 people didn’t survive 
the Bangladesh collapse. Tell brands 
to sign the Safety Agreement and stop 
this.http://t. co/ mh8OH Zi6Pr, clean-
clothes, 2013

 News about collapse Information on what has happened 
before, during, and after the col-
lapse

In the days that preceded the Rana 
Plaza tragedy, cracks appeared in the 
building walls and workers expressed 
fears... https://t. co/ UGSTf racKN, 
Fash_Rev, 2020

 Analysis of industrial practice Bringing the Rana Plaza collapse 
into a bigger picture, e.g., global 
interconnection of the fashion 
industry

“Sustainability isn’t just about the 
environment–it’s much more of a 
social issue.” https://t. co/ rrIPe G3bgz, 
voguemagazine, 2021

Demand for improved working 
conditions

Demand for improved working 
conditions in Bangladesh

 Security standards/ worker’s 
rights

Demand for improved security 
standards, e.g., fire safety or the 
Accord agreement and worker’s 
rights, e.g., worker’s unions

Support workers in the garment indus-
try on #MayDay Tell brands to make 
sure their work place is safe! http://t. co/ 
mh8OH Zi6Pr, cleanclothes, 2013

 Monetary compensation/pay-
ment

Demand for higher wages and 
compensations for the Rana Plaza 
victims – mentions of #payup or 
the Rana Plaza fund

Many survivors of #Bangladesh 
factory collapse say they face serious 
economic hardship | http://t. co/ 
j8zSY EZs2Ahttp://t. co/ ddhz3 wyJEr, 
AJEnglish, 2014

Call to action of the responsible Demand for change of the involved 
actor groups

 Consumer Demand for change in fashion 
consumption

Though consumers were not the cause 
of the problem, they can be part of the 
solution @Carrysomers in @glammoni-
tor http://t. co/ FXZSj hTNY5, Fash_Rev, 
2015

 Manufacturers and brands Demand for change of industrial 
practices

Two years from #RanaPlaza disaster: 
brands still owe US$ 6 million to the 30 
mn compensation fund  @Industri-
ALL_GU http://t. co/ o5w8P PYjwy, 
IndustriALL_GU, 2015

 Politics Demand for change of policies 3 years on from Rana Plaza, EU co’s 
still not obligated to prevent human 
rights abuses in supply chain https://t. 
co/ dxQ3U sRJeh  # FashR ev, Fash_Rev, 
2016

Ads for own causes/petitions Simple advertisement of own 
projects

Trace My Fashion project launched 
by @Fash_Rev_BD in Bangladesh is 
featured in today’s @guardian http://t. 
co/ f6tCS yz6fF  # whoma demyc lothes, 
Fash_Rev, 2015

https://t.co/7C2Kj2DmW0
http://t.co/mh8OHZi6Pr
https://t.co/UGSTfracKN
https://t.co/rrIPeG3bgz
http://t.co/mh8OHZi6Pr
http://t.co/mh8OHZi6Pr
http://t.co/j8zSYEZs2A
http://t.co/j8zSYEZs2A
http://t.co/ddhz3wyJEr
http://t.co/FXZSjhTNY5
http://t.co/o5w8PPYjwy
https://t.co/dxQ3UsRJeh%20#FashRev
https://t.co/dxQ3UsRJeh%20#FashRev
http://t.co/f6tCSyz6fF%20#whomademyclothes
http://t.co/f6tCSyz6fF%20#whomademyclothes
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cover over 50% of their respective code occurrences among all years and are often pub-
lished by Asian actors.

At the first anniversary in the year 2014, we observe a peak occurrence of eight codes 
and in comparison to other years a wide range of topics being discussed intensively. 
Especially compared to the news feed style of the discourse in 2013 we find more in-
depth and complex content such as background analyses, individual stories, or reports 
about what has changed since the collapse. Figure  5 shows that while the dimensions 
Demand for improved working conditions and Background infor-
mation on the collapse peak in 2013, all other dimensions start to emerge in 
2014. Analysis of industrial practice as well as Survivor’s/victim’s 
relatives’ stories are mainly published in 2014 and 2015 indicating that in 2013 
the news were too recent for such discussions even two weeks after the incident1. Last 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
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Demand for improved working conditions Background information on the collapse
Survivor’s/victim’s relatives’ stories Call to action of the responsible

Memorial Ads for own causes/petitions

Fig. 5 Relative occurrences of the dimensions identified by the SKAD by year

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of contentual relations between the dimensions and codes as a result of the 
coding process. Codes are marked gray, the five dark blue dimensions induce the light blue dimension Ads 
for own causes 

1 We considered a time horizon of one week before and approximately two weeks after the anniversary date of each year, 
cf. Section “Data” 
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but not least, the dimension Memorial indicating the emergence of commemorative 
practices establishes itself in 2014 as the most frequent code in all and the most frequent 
dimension in almost all years following 2014.

The years 2015 to 2022 are characterized by the repetition of the interpretative dimen-
sions established in 2014 with some variations of major topics emerging for individual 
years. In 2015, for example, we observe the peak of the code Monetary compen-

sation/payment as the “Rana Plaza Fund” is publicly raising money in order to pay 
compensation to the victims. In total, the fund raised 30 mio. USD for Rana Plaza vic-
tims with 1.1 mio. USD donated by the brand “benetton” [64, 65]. This brand’s role is 
special in the sense that it took an active role in the Twitter discourse: 2015, “benetton” 
is the only brand appearing as a top ten central user across all years.

In 2016, the total number of tweets decreases and besides Memorial the main top-
ics are the responsibility of Manufacturers and brands as well as the Analysis 
of industrial practice. In 2017, the total number of tweets slightly increases 
again and Consumer orientation reaches its peak – caused by the retweet of the Guard-
ian article “Sustainable style: will Gen Z help the fashion industry clean up its act?” by 
“EmmaWatson” on April 27th 2017. This retweet not only leads to the distinct peak in 
tweet volume that can be observed in Fig. 3; it also establishes “EmmaWatson” as the 
most central user in year 2017 and sets the agenda of topics discussed by other central 
users.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the withdrawal of the Bangladesh 
Accord agreement [66], the years 2020 and 2021 witness another rise of the code Anal-
ysis of industrial practice. In 2022, Survivor’s/victim’s rela-
tives’ stories suddenly rise to their peak – a thematic emphasis that can be traced 
back to the activists behind the user “OhSoEthical”. Albeit frequent repetition of the 
code by that user, the community detection result in Fig. 4 reveals that only a relatively 
small community is reached by these tweets.

The codes Memorial and Death toll are identified as an incentive to spread fur-
ther information on the background of the incident. Quantitatively, this trigger con-
stitutes up to 40% of all codes, making it an important starting point in the Twitter 
discourse. The survivor stories and background information lead to a constant call for 
action to change the described circumstances in the fashion industry.

Discussion
The results presented in the previous section suggest that the international Twitter dis-
course on the Rana Plaza collapse is composed of three phases: reporting, reprocessing, 
and commemoration. These phases follow the temporal unfolding of the discourse and 
can be identified from both a contentual qualitative as well as a structural quantitative 
viewpoint.

The first phase, reporting, starts with the collapse date in 2013 and is mainly formed 
by Asian and Western news agencies informing the public about the accident and its 
extent, e.g., the death toll. Furthermore, a comparatively small but active community of 
NGOs explicitly addresses manufacturers and brands demanding better working condi-
tions of textile workers in Bangladesh. This is reflected by the demand for an “acuerdo 
de seguridad” (engl.: safety agreement) that a group of Spanish activists directs towards 
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brands, cf.  Table  2. Additionally, this is underpinned by the three main codes Secu-
rity standards/worker’s rights, Death toll, and News about col-
lapse obtained in the coding phase of the SKAD as well as by the prevalence of news 
agencies as most and NGOs as second most frequent actor group in the centrality analy-
sis. The communities emerging around central users show remarkably little interaction 
indicating the formation of communication bubbles around different news agencies and 
NGOs. In terms of the involved user’s nationalities, a relatively large portion of users 
with a small physical proximity to the Rana Plaza factory such as Bangladesh or Indone-
sia shape the 2013 discourse.

The second phase, reprocessing, takes place around the first anniversary of the col-
lapse in 2014. The overall tweet volume, the number of involved users, as well as the 
structural and contentual complexity of the discourse all reach their peaks. The active 
discussion of various social, political, and economical aspects of the collapse reflects 
the societal negotiation process establishing a collective interpretative framework of the 
event. This variety of topics is, for instance, reflected in the word frequency analysis in 
Table  2 showing that the most important word (combination) frequencies reach their 
peak in the reprocessing phase and prevail in the consecutive commemoration phase. In 
particular, the first anniversary witnesses the rise of the dimension Memorial as most 

Table 2 Word (combination) frequencies in all tweets by the ten most central users across the ten 
years. Numbers in round bracket indicate the absolute number of word occurrences in all years. The 
bar charts denote yearly word frequencies, i.e., word occurrences in the commemoration phase 
are averaged over the years 2015 to 2022. Furthermore, each word (combination)’s bar charts are 
normalized by the respective maximum number of occurrences across the three phases
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frequent dimension, which establishes a pattern repeated in subsequent years. These 
simple commemorations serve as a ramp for other dimensions; Survivor’s/vic-
tim’s relatives’ stories and Background information on the col-
lapse are taken as a peg to address responsibilities and to demand consequences. Most 
actor groups such as NGOs or writers accompany their contribution by Ads for own 
causes/petitions.

Regarding speaker positions, the centrality analysis reveals that in 2014 mainly NGOs 
seize control of the Twitter discourse by lobbying for consequences and changes in 
the fast fashion industry. Furthermore, the active dynamics of the 2014 discussion are 
reflected in the high degree of interconnectivity across different (relatively large) com-
munities and actor groups. The prominence of the widely used hashtag #insideout is 
conjectured to additionally promote interactions between heterogeneous user groups. 
While the tweet volume of countries with close spatial proximity to the Rana Plaza 
factory decreases, 2014 witnesses a distinct rise of discourse participation by Western 
countries – suggesting that the interpretative momentum, i.e., the discursive power is 
over-proportionally seized by Western actors.

The third phase, commemoration, spans all subsequently investigated years from 2015 
to 2022. It is mainly shaped by the repetition of the interpretative patterns negotiated in 
the reprocessing phase in 2014 and is complemented by uprising discussions on contem-
porary topics, which are discussed in detail in Section “Content analysis” . While, overall, 
we observe high fluctuations in the user base of the Rana Plaza remembrance commu-
nity over the years, cf. Section “Multiplex network analysis” , the active NGO user group 
that formed in 2014 continues to dominate the discourse and inter-community connec-
tivity tends to take place between NGO communities. More specifically, we detect few 
interconnected key actors such as “Fash_Rev” and “cleanclothes” re-appearing in the top 
ten most central users almost every year. While we focus on the Twitter discourse in this 
work, “Fash_Rev” (Fashion Revolution) also organizes offline activities such as the yearly 
Fashion Revolution week2 around the Rana Plaza anniversary, which in turn influences 
the online discourse by stimulating discussions on these offline activities.

Conclusion
In this work, we studied the global Twitter discourse on the Rana Plaza factory collapse 
by a mixture of established quantitative network-theoretic and qualitative discourse-the-
oretic methods. We analyzed structural network properties and the temporal evolution 
of interpretative patterns of the collapse over the years 2013 to 2022 and found a division 
of the discourse into three phases: reporting, reprocessing, and commemoration. Our 
analysis reveals, which actors and communities worldwide interact, build, and rebuild 
the Rana Plaza discourse on Twitter every year.

Further analysis could focus on how our findings relate to existing theories on key 
events [67] and digital memory culture [68, 69] or how the Twitter discourse is embed-
ded into the general discourse across various communication channels. Additionally, 
further structural and dynamical multiplex network properties could be examined. 
For instance, it would be interesting to study centralities of the full ten year time hori-
zon, which may be possible by a multilayer modeling approach taking a second aspect 

2 cf. e.g., https:// www. fashi onrev oluti on. org/ frw- 2022/

https://www.fashionrevolution.org/frw-2022/
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representing time into account. Studying the applicability of matrix function-based 
centralities to this type of network architecture would be an interesting road for future 
research. Furthermore, preliminary investigations of the years 2013 and 2014 indicate a 
strong multilayer core–periphery structure [70].

Abbreviations
SKAD  Sociology of knowledge approach to discourse
NGO  Non-governmental organization
API  Application programming interface
TC  Total communicability
KC  Katz centrality
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